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XXAbove: Volunteers from Ernst & Young clearing surplus trees from the lakeside. June 24, 2011.

XXHow have we used the wood from the tree thinning? xxxxxxxxxxxxxxX x x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXThis summer has seen ongoing work to remove juvenile trees from the lakeside, to allow more lightXX 
XXto reach the lake. This is a first step towards improving biodiversity in this small body of water. TheXX 
XXFriends of Belair Park are committed to the principle of retaining all the wood that is provided fromXX 
XXtree work and using it within the Park, particularly to enhance wildlife areas. Here we record theXX 
XXmain uses to which the wood has been put.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXThe maintenance of paths has been a priority, which we have addressed over the last few weeks.XX 
XXOn the Ernst & Young volunteer day, we made a point of having branches and twigs separated fromXX 
XXtree trunks. Many branches were fed into a wood chip machine, which was moved along a pathXX 
XXacross the seasonally wet area, building up the path (above left) as it went. One of the uses for theXX 
XXtrunks was to edge sections of paths, for example, along the margins of ditches (above right).      Xxx 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXNot all the branches were chipped. Some were piled into a new habitat (above left), which willXX 
XXencourage invertebrates, and thereby wildlife higher up the food chain. Vegetation will eventuallyXX 
XXsmother the pile; brambles are beginning to climb it and thistles are emerging through its lowerXX 
Xxparts. This will minimise disturbance by vandals. Branches were used also to create hedging withinXX 
XXthe willow hedgerow fronting the wetland area (above right). This will reduce disturbance to theXX X 
Xxhedgerow by discouraging people and dogs from pushing through in less dense sections. 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXWork is being carried out also along the western margin of the lake to improve the appearance ofXX 
XXthe islands and areas built out from the bank. Two small islands, which had fallen into disrepairXX 
XXand no longer supported plants were dismantled. Areas on the right had been created originally toXX 
XXhost marginal plants, but it was decided that in view of shading from tree crowns, and the fact thatXX 
XXbirds were already using them for this purpose, that they should become the preening beachesXX 
XXwhich were advocated at the Friends' second consultation meeting on May 3, 2011. Logs were usedXX 
XXhere to define their  edges (above).xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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